Exclude From Build - Manual

What does it do exactly?
1. Hides all unwanted files and directories before build.
2. Removes all unwanted game objects and components from the scenes during build.
3. Let‘s Unity finish the build.
4. Reverts step 1 and 2.
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1. Opening the ‚Exclude From Build‘ Window
The window gives you an overview of the files, directories and components that are excluded
from the build. It also allows you to edit your groups (more on that later).
To open it go to: Window > Exclude From Build

The window shows three sections ‚Groups‘, ‚Excluded files‘ and ‚Excluded GameObjects‘.

2. Groups
Imagine groups like folders containing some information which belongs together.

Each group contains two things:
A) A list of files and directories to exclude from the build. They are listed in the ‚Excluded files
and directories‘ section.
B) A list of one or more ‚Build Targets‘ (also called ‚platforms‘) like Android, iOS, Standalone, … .
You may remember seeing those on the left side of the ‚Build Settings‘ Dialog.

Groups exist so you can vary which files you are excluding. Maybe that super high res texture
should only be included in the Standalone build but not on mobile?
At build time the active group‘s build targets are compared to the platform you have chosen in
the Build Settings. If they match then the group‘s excluded files and directories will be removed
them from the build. The same is done for all ‚Exclude From Build‘ components in the scenes.

Changing the active group (the big dropdown) will change which files are excluded from your
next build. It also changes which files are listed in the ‚Excluded files and directories‘ section. If
you add or remove a file from the list then it will only be added to or removed from the active
group.

The ‚active group‘ setting exists because you may have multiple groups targeting the same
platforms.
A common example is the Android build for GooglePlay vs the Android build for the Amazon
Store. Both have the same platform but maybe you need some files in one which are not
needed in the other.
If the currently active group does not match the platform you chave chosen in the ‚Build
Settings‘ then a warning will be displayed.

If you are just getting started with the tool then it‘s best to leave the groups alone and focus on
the other parts first.

2.1. Editing Groups
A single ‚Default‘ group is added for you right from the start. This group includes all platforms. If
you want to edit the groups then use the ‚edit‘ button on the right.

It will open the edit section. Here you can edit, copy and delete your groups.
In this example I have added one which is for Android only (see the Build Targets lists ‚Android‘).

Remember: one group can be used for multiple build targets (aka platforms).

Once you are done hit the ‚done‘ button or the ‚back‘ button (they both save the changes).

3. Excluded Files and Directories
This section lists all the excluded files for the currently active group (‚Default‘ in this case).
You can easily remove files from the exlusion list by pressing the ‚remove‘ button.
The ‚go to‘ buttons will lead you to the file in the Project window.

3.1. How to exclude files and directories
Easy, simply right-click on the file or directory and choose ‚Exclude From Build‘. Done.

Once an object is excluded it will show a little red icon (you can disable this in the settings).

If you want to include it again then the process is the same. Richt-click and choose ‚Exclude
From Build‘. The checkmark next to the menu entry indicates whether it is excluded or not.

You can also remove it in window by using the ‚remove‘ button.

If you wonder how to exclude game objects in scenes or components then read on in Section 4
(Excluded Objects).

3.2. Testing (‚Start test‘ & ‚Stop test‘)
It would be cumbersome having to make a build every time you wish to see how the excluded
files affect the project. To make this easier you can use the ‚Start test‘ button (WAIT, don‘t click
it just yet).
Starting the test will execute the same logic on the files and directories that is used to exclude
them at build time. Meaning it will HIDE them from unity by temporarily renaming them with a
‚~‘ at the end. For this reason it is very important that you DO NOT COMMIT ANYTHING TO
YOUR VERSION CONTROL SYSTEM WHILE TESTING!
If you have any SCRIPTS excluded then this will trigger a recomplile (may take quite some time).
Before the test:

During the test:
Notice the missing ‚Textures‘ folder and the brown ‚TreeTrunk‘ Material is also gone.
The tool will show a red warning while testing (so you don‘t forget to turn it off ).

NOTICE: The exclusions on components or game objects within scenes are NOT affected by the
test. You can control it for each ‚Exclude From Build‘ component via the ‚Test In Play Mode‘
setting. Testing components outside of Play Mode is not supported at the moment.
Again: Don‘t forget to stop the test before continuing your work.
The tool checks at every start if there still is a test running and warns you (asks you to stop it).
Getting errors (like compile errors) while testing is to be expected if you exclude script files. Fix
them, otherwise you will also get these errors while building.

4. Excluded Objects
This section allows you to scan scenes for game objects which do have an ‚Exclude From Build‘
component attached.
By default only the currently open scenes are scanned. To scan all scenes check the ‚Scan all
scenes‘ box and hit the ‚Scan Scenes‘ button.

Scanning may take a while as every single scene in the project is loaded and every game object
is checked.
Once it‘s done it will display a list of game objects and a path (scene : path in scene).

The scan process does not take the ‚Groups‘ setting into account. It lists all found objects.
The scan process does not take unused Prefab assets into account. It scans prefabs within
scenes just fine but if you have a Prefab which is not used in any scene then it won‘t show up in
the results (i.e. it only scans scene assets and nothing else).

4.1. How to exclude GameObjects and Components
To exclude game objects or even single components you will have to add the ‚Exclude From
Build‘ Component to the game object.

You may be concerned about them bloating your scenes. Don‘t worry, these components are
editor only. They will all be removed along with all the other excluded files and directories.
The component has three sections to control the behaviour (A, B, C)

A) Excluded Objects, Components:
By default it is set to exclude the whole game object (‚Game Object‘ checked).
If you want to only exclude one or more components then uncheck ‚Game Object‘ and drag the
components into the ‚Components‘ list.

B) Groups
If you are not yet familiar with groups then please go read Section 1 (Groups) first.
By default the exclusion will happen for every group (‚All Groups‘ is checked).

If you want to bind this exclusion to a specific group then you can disable ‚All Groups‘ and
choose one or more groups. By default it is set to ‚None‘, which means it would never be
executed.

To give you a little help the currently active group is marked with a star ‚*‘ at the end.

Remember: it‘s not a dropdown but a multi-select list.
C) Testing
Testing is only supported in Play Mode. If you enable it and hit ‚Play‘ then the exclusion logic will
be executed in OnAwake().

If the active group is not included in the selected groups then a warning will be displayed.

5. Settings
The settings are stored in a Scriptable Object located under Assets/. You can access them via
the Project Settings.. menu.

5. Streaming Assets & Build Reports
If you are excluding files which are in the /StreamingAssets directory then you may have noticed
that they are still listed in some Build Report tools. Don‘t be alarmed, the StreamingAssets are
in fact NOT in your build. Just test it yourself. Here is how:
1) Make a build and write down the total final size (in MBytes)
2) Copy a very big file (100+ MBytes) into Assets/StreamingAssets.
3) Make a new build and check the final size. It should have increased by a lot.
4) Now add the StreamingAssets folder (or the big file) to the excluded files list.
5) Make another build and check the final size. It should be small again because the big file in
StreamingAssets is no longer included.
Below you can see a screenshot of a build report tool which I use a lot (it‘s great). As you can
see it lists some files from Assets/StreamingAssets.
That‘s not a bug in the tool but a consequence of how the ExcludeFromBuild works. It hides the
StreamingAssets during the build and restores them immediately afterwards. The build report
however simply assumes that the files under Assets/StreamingAssets are always included in the
build. Usually that‘s a fine assumption but with ExcludeFromBuild it‘s actually not true.

